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on Tuesday, 27th January
 9.30 am to 3.30 pm 

at CLPE  
(Centre for Literacy in 
Primary Education,  
Webber Street, SE1)

 £175 (ex VAT)

Part of the computing curriculum that presents challenges for many 
teachers is how to teach children to use computers for computer science 
and programming, sometimes referred to as coding. Nevertheless, 
computer science is fundamental to the computing programmes of study 

and the importance of teaching programming has a much greater role to 
play in the new computing curriculum. 

This course is designed for key stage 2 teachers with little or no experience of this 
area or of the software involved. We will focus on the use of Logo and Scratch, both 

available for free, and will consider the benefits of each when used by children in the classroom.

Children really enjoy taking control of their computer and learning how to make it carry out their 
orders. The software they need to get started is often free and there are opportunities for enhancing 
other areas of learning, especially aspects of mathematics. 

We will start the day exploring basic Logo commands, progressing to sequences of instructions and 
then more complex programming including the development of procedures.  We will also look at 
Scratch which has many features in common with Logo and compare the similarities and differences 
between text based and visual programming languages and the opportunities both present for use 
in the classroom.  Throughout we will share with you a range of resources and discuss appropriate 
classroom projects and activities for your pupils.

We will also find time to review other resources available for schools to purchase or subscribe to and 
evaluate the merits of each.

Getting started 
with programming 
and coding  
in key stage 2

A one-day course for teachers

I wish to apply for a place on this course and accept the terms and conditions as sent to the school. I understand that, if I 
am allocated a place, a full course fee will be incurred unless onefourseven is notified of the cancellation, in writing, at least 14 
days before the course start date. (Confirmation and course details will be sent to you by email within a week.)

Getting started with programming and coding in key stage 2 Tuesday, 27th January
Name Email

Institution Position

Address Phone

Female / Male Discount code:

Date Primary  Secondary  Special  Other 

Is this application part of a school ICT Advisory Programme subscription?      No   Yes 
I approve this course application and authorise payment of the fee on receipt of invoice.

 Email (finance):

Headteacher / Principal / CPD Co-ordinator

Send by fax to 020 7023 4827 or post to: onefourseven, 35 Kingsland Road, London E2 8AA. web www.
onefourseven.org.uk, email info@onefourseven.org.uk, telephone 020 7749 3777. Terms and conditions available 
on request. Photocopy for multiple applications.
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